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VMware Enhances Security and Performance with vSAN 6.6
On April 11, 2017, VMware announced the launch of vSAN 6.6, its 6th-generation software-defined 
storage (SDS) product. vSAN 6.6 includes 22 new features and capabilities with a principal focus on 
expanding security, data durability, automation, and performance. Extended support for Docker and 
analytics platforms such as Splunk and Hadoop coincided with this release, enhancing vSAN’s appeal 
for modern born-in-the-cloud applications. Jens Soeldner, vExpert and VMware trainer, regards this 
vSAN release as a critical step to bringing around enterprise and service provider customers who are 
currently stuck in the old paradigm where a dedicated team manages storage purchased in the form 
of an appliance. “vSAN 6.6 offers the enterprise capabilities to successfully compete with traditional 
storage and hyper-converged vendors such as HPE, EMC, Cisco, and NetApp, as well as with the 
‘young guns’ from Nutanix and Pivot3,” says Soeldner. VMware vSAN 6.6 is expected to become 
available by May 5, 2017. 

Unlocking the Holy Grail of Policy-Driven Application 
Infrastructure Provisioning with VMware vSAN
Initially released in early 2014, VMware vSAN has since been adopted by over 7,000 organizations 
across all industry verticals (according to VMware). vSAN enables vSphere administrators to provision 
and manage storage from different types of resource pools without involving dedicated storage 
administrators. In the ideal and most efficient case, vSphere administrators simply define storage 
policies and monitor performance and availability, but enable development 
groups to provision the storage they require in an automated manner via a 
cloud management platform. 

In late 2016, VMware announced the general availability of VMware Cloud 
Foundation, which packages together vSAN, NSX, and vSphere. Initially 
focused on partnerships with Amazon Web Services, IBM Blumix, and vCloud 
Air, this platform will enable application-centric hybrid cloud infrastructure 
management. Working together, NSX and vSAN will establish a common 
management layer for supporting network, storage, configuration, and 
security requirements across clouds and data centers. With this latest release of 
vSAN, VMware aims to enhance its competitive position in the fast-growing 
marketplace for hyper-converged infrastructure by offering a truly composable 
and hybrid hyper-converged solution. The combination of vSAN 6.6, NSX, 
and vSphere could change the way organizations look at hyper-converged 
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infrastructures, since they enable customers to almost freely compose their application environments 
from server, network, storage, and software resources and services that can be located anywhere. This 
approach has the added benefit of allowing organizations to leverage existing infrastructure, and administer 
knowledge for faster adoption rates and rapid ROI attainment in comparison to self-contained hyper-
converged platforms.

The eminent flexibility of the vSAN 
platform paves the way toward truly policy-
driven hybrid application infrastructure 
provisioning, which EMA considers the 
holy grail of IT operations management. 
“Line of business developers shouldn’t have 
to worry about what kind of infrastructure 
they provision and where this infrastructure 
is located,” noted Steve Brasen, EMA 
Managing Research Director. “VMware’s 
approach aims to take us closer to the 
ideal scenario where workload placement 
is based on corporate policies, without the 
usual manual interference that typically 
leads to time delays, legal exposure through 
non-compliance, and cost overruns.”

Enhancing Security, Data Durability, Automation, and 
Performance with vSAN 6.6
The new enhancements included with vSAN 6.6 are designed to make the 
platform more attractive to organizations supporting high importance and 
high performance workloads. However, broad acceptance by this audience 
may not be so easily achieved since there remains a deeply ingrained culture 
among organizations hosting business-critical and high-performance 
enterprise applications managed by one or multiple dedicated storage teams. 
Siloed management teams are typically less open to adopting cross-practice 
solutions because they are principally focused on only achieving their 
particular SLA requirements. Business-focused solutions that create greater 
IT efficiencies typically need to be driven at the executive level. 

First wave software-only SDS vendors such as Virsto (acquired by VMware 
in 2012), DataCore Software, and Nexenta had to learn this the hard way 
and, ultimately, had to refocus their business models toward selling appliances. 
However, if VMware Cloud Foundation, in conjunction with the also 
announced VMware Cross-Cloud Architecture, can manage to unify network 
and storage virtualization between clouds and data centers in a secure, compliant, and easy-to-manage 
manner, this will be a convincing argument for organizations to try out vSAN. “Many of our financial 
customers may be swayed to give vSAN a closer look, now that VMware has added critical security, 
disaster recovery, and management capabilities,” says Jens Soeldner.
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Figure 1 - VMware vSAN Customer Adoption (source: VMware)
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Key features and enhancements in VMware vSAN 6.6 include:

• Software-defined encryption: Customers can now encrypt their application data without relying 
on the drive’s self-encryption capabilities. This is critical to protect data in the event physical disk 
drives are stolen or otherwise inappropriately accessed, since data will only appear as nonsensical 
gibberish to an intruder without the vSAN platform to decode it. This software-defined encryption 
works in conjunction with vSAN’s deduplication and compression capabilities, and encryption 
policies are managed at the cluster level. vSAN encryption works for any all-flash or hybrid array and 
is hardware-agnostic, so it will work with existing devices, new devices, or specialized storage devices, 
including self-encrypting drives. 

• Disaster recovery and business 
continuity: Expanding on vSAN’s 
existing stretched cluster capabilities, 
VMware has introduced local 
protection for erasure coding context 
information. For instance, data may be 
stored in multiple physical sites that are 
all actively supporting workloads, and 
if one of these sites were to experience 
a catastrophic failure (due to a fire, 
flood, or other disaster), the data 
would still be continuously available at 
other remote site with no interruption 
in production services and now with 
additional protection against local 
component failures. Administrators 
can set placement policies to define the 
desired degree of inter- and intra-site 
redundancy. These new data protection capabilities are complemented by the ability to set affinity 
rules to define on which nodes, clusters, or locations data should, can, or must not be stored. To 
make vSAN more robust, clusters can now be monitored and managed when vCenter is down. 

• Automation: Virtualization administrators are now able to leverage the entire functional range 
of VMware Power CLI for automating the management and configuration of VMware vSphere 
environments. Additionally, new automation features help simplify operation tasks, such as software 
installations and cluster management. APIs and an SDK are also offered to assist customers with 
building their own automated solutions.

• Performance improvements: Checksum and deduplication algorithms have been optimized to be 
more efficient. Additionally, write-intensive apps can now take advantage of faster sequential writes, 
and the platform has been optimized to support the latest flash technologies. VMware indicates 
these improvements can deliver up to 50% greater flash performance while decreasing latencies up 
to 35%. 

• Health services: In vSAN 6.6, VMware premiers its SaaS-based health services that aim to proactively 
monitor and support customers. Based on IO performance characteristics, vSAN health services 
identify drives that are likely to fail and then proactively evacuate data, along with alerting the 
administrator before failure occurs. In addition, this new service provides customers with guidance 
regarding performance and capacity management. 

• 1-click upgrades: Required IO controller firmware and drivers can now be automatically downloaded 
and installed following a simple administrator approval. 

Figure 2 - Stretched clusters are now RAID 1 protected (source: VMware)
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Enhanced vSphere Docker Volume Service
VMware announced the new vSAN edition only weeks after it made the new vSphere Docker Volume 
Service available; a platform offering persistent shared storage for Docker and Kubernetes container 
management frameworks via API and SDK. The vSphere Docker Volume Service keeps track of 
mappings between block storage and containers, ensuring that data volumes are dynamically mounted 
to the correct server. In addition, the new vSphere Docker Volume service offers multitenancy, security, 
and access control for shared block storage across hosts, data stores, and VMs. It also enables Docker to 
manage storage volumes based on the policy constraints defined through vSphere. It also includes essential 
enterprise capabilities such as volume cloning and snapshots. Together, these two key announcements 
reflect VMware’s commitment to supporting a broad range of enterprise storage environments tailored 
to meet unique business requirements.

EMA Perspective
The key themes of the vSAN 6.6 release (security, data durability, and 
performance) demonstrate that VMware is focused on filling in the blanks 
in its SDS product in order to better compete for business-critical and 
high-performance workloads. In conjunction with its NSX strategy of 
bridging the gap between data centers and clouds, establishing vSAN as a 
true alternative to the “big boys” in storage could turn VMware into the 
vendor to beat when it comes to hyper-converged infrastructure. VMware’s 
platform becomes particularly attractive due to its greater cost-effectiveness 
through leveraging existing infrastructure and support resources. 

VMware’s ambition of providing fully software-defined hyper-converged 
infrastructure aims at securing differentiation beyond the mostly-
commoditized ESXi server virtualization platform. The abstraction of 
storage, network, and compute resources from their underlying hardware infrastructure will be a strong 
differentiator for VMware, if the company can demonstrate that it is serious about being truly hardware 
and cloud independent. 

EMA applauds VMware’s strategic vision and resolve to define this new category of software-defined 
hyper-converged systems. By committing to building a hardware and cloud vendor-neutral abstraction 
and management framework that enables customers to dynamically assemble and deconstruct application 
environments across data centers and cloud infrastructure boundaries, VMware is poised to achieve 
greater visibility and attractiveness in the burgeoning cloud market. 
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